REVOLVER
MAINTENANCE
GUIDE
Allproof’s easy clean Revolver drainage system may require routine
cleaning to maintain its excellent hydraulic performance.
Allproof’s Revolver has an easy clean water trap creating a compact shower waste system. The easy clean trap requires
routine cleaning to maintain the water flow of the shower waste.

How to remove the water trap for cleaning:
The water trap can be accessed by removing the grate, this
will either be a cam-lock system or a direct lift out depending
on the grate type installed. The water trap can then be pulled
out through the grate opening.

Grate

The water trap is comprised of two components, an internal
funnel with o-ring seal around the top and a bucket below,
both components should be removed for maintenance. The
funnel has a handle and may need a firm pull, the bucket can
be removed by applying a small amount of pressure against
opposite sides of the internal walls and gently lifting out.

Cleaning the water trap:

O-ring

Discard of (in the bin) any debris caught in the water trap
system. Thoroughly wash with warm soapy water, remove
any build up of residue around the o-ring and its location
point within the shower waste.

Funnel

Re-assemble the water trap:
Insert the bucket back into the floor waste locating the male
and female vertical mounting track. Return the funnel into its
location point taking care not to pinch the o-ring. Re-insert
grate onto its mounting points or into its cam-lock system.
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Additional Notes:
It is essential to re-install the easy clean water trap to provide a
water seal and prevent foul odour from the drainage system.
Avoid the use of acid based cleaners, if any drain unblocking
solution is used disassemble and thoroughly rinse the entire
system before re-assembling.
If needed replacement components can be sourced through
your local plumbing merchant.
Additional maintenance guides for grates are available from
allproof.com/faqs.
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